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A b s t r a c t  

A simple polygon P with two distinguished vertices s and t is said to be a street if the clockwise and 
counterclockwise boundary of P from s to t are mutually weakly visible. We consider the problem of traversing 
a path from s to t in an unknown street P for a mobile robot with on-board vision system such that the number 
of links in the path is as small as possible. To our knowledge, this problem has not been studied before. We 
present an algorithm for this problem that requires at most 2m - 1 links to reach from s to t, where m denotes 
the link distance between s and t in P. Hence the competitive ratio of our algorithm is 2 - l / re .  We also show 
that any on-line algorithm for the above problem will require 2m - 1 links in the worst case which establishes 
that our algorithm is optimal. We next consider the above problem for the special case when P is a rectilinear 
street and the path is required to be a rectilinear path. We propose an algorithm for this problem that requires at 
most m + 1 links to reach from s to t, where m denotes the rectilinear link distance between s and t in P.  Hence 
the competitive ratio of our algorithm is 1 + 1 fro. We also show that any on-line algorithm for this problem will 
require m + 1 links in the worst case which establishes that our algorithm is optimal. © 1997 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Consider  a robot that moves  f rom a starting point to some destination point in a constrained planar 
region fol lowing a path consisting of  straight-line segments.  In order to reach its destination, it may  
have to make  several  turns. Suppose that straight line motion is "cheap",  but rotation is "expensive" .  
Minimizing the number  of  turns is a natural criteria to use in planning paths for such motion. This 
motivates  the study of  shortest path problems in the link metric (see [9,13,16,18,20,22-25,27]).  The 
link metric, defined with respect  to a planar region R, sets the distance between a pair of  points (s, t) 
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in R to equal the minimum number of line segments (links) needed to construct a path in R that 
connects s and t. The minimum link path problem for polygons is to compute a path consisting of 
minimum number of links between two points in a region defined by a simple polygon P from a given 
description of P.  For this problem, Suri [24] and Ghosh [11] proposed optimal sequential algorithms 
and Chandru et al. [6] presented an efficient parallel algorithm. 

These algorithms for computing the minimum link path are based on the fact that the whole polygon 
is known in advance. However, there are situations when a robot moves in an environment without 
completely knowing it and it moves on the basis of local information provided by acoustic, visual, 
or tactile sensors. So, a natural scenario in robotics is that of searching for a goal in an unknown 
polygonal region, i.e., a robot with on-board vision system is placed at a starting point s in a simple 
polygon, and it must traverse a path to some target point t in the polygon. On-board vision system of 
the robot provides the map of the visible portion o f /9  from its current position and it recognizes the 
target as soon as it sees it. A natural problem in the above scenario is to design efficient algorithm 
which a robot can use to search for the target. Any such algorithm is "on-line" in the sense that 
decisions must be made based only on what the robot has seen so far. 

The above scenario is also encountered in the field of computer animation [4,19,28]. Any animation 
system comprises of three building blocks: object definition, motion definition and object display. 
The first and the third components, because of the recent advancement of photo-realistic image- 
synthesis techniques in computer graphics, are now designed and developed with relative ease. The 
main difficulty, in fact, lies with computational motion-synthesis. There exist a number of paradigms 
for motion control, and particularly important among them is the goal-directed paradigm. The basic 
idea is to specify the starting point and the destination, and a number of constraints on the path and 
motion. Our on-line link path problem is a typical scenario in such a goal-directed motion definition. 

The problems of navigating in an unknown environment have been recently studied in computational 
geometry by several researchers [1-3,5,8,10,12,14,15,17,21,26]. For the target searching problems 
(searching a point t from a starting point s), researchers have designed algorithms which minimize the 
Euclidean distance traveled by the robot in reaching the target point. They have also investigated this 
problem for special classes of polygons for which better performance could be obtained. In the spirit of 
analyzing on-line algorithms, the efficiency of such algorithms is determined by their competitive ratio: 
the worst-case ratio of the length of path traversed by the algorithm to the length of the shortest path. 

In this paper, we consider the problem of finding a link path from s to t in an unknown polygon 
/9 such that the number of links in the path is as small as possible. To our knowledge, this problem 
has not been studied before. The performance of any algorithm for this problem is also measured in 
terms of its competitive ratio: the worst-case ratio of the number of links required by the algorithm to 
travel from s to t to the number of links in the minimum link path from s to t (i.e., the link distance 
between s and t). 

If the above problem is considered for arbitrary simple polygons, it can be shown that no algorithm 
can achieve a competitive ratio better than n/4 where n is the number of vertices in the polygon. 
Consider the polygon in Fig. 1 which has n vertices and n/4 mutually invisible alleys with s at 
the meeting point of the alleys. Using an adversary argument to place the target vertex t, it follows 
that any algorithm can be forced to completely see all the alleys before reaching t, i.e., any heuristic 
requires at least n/2 links to reach t, whereas a minimum link path requires only 2 links. 

In this paper, we study this problem for a special class of polygons called streets. Streets have 
been introduced by Klein [14] and have been studied for target searching problems with Euclidean 
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Fig. 1. Lower bound. 

distance minimization criterion [7,14,15]. A simple polygon P is said to be street if there exists two 
distinguished vertices s and t such that the clockwise and counterclockwise boundary of  P from s to 
t (denoted as L and R, respectively) are mutually weakly  visible, i.e., each point of  L is visible from 
some point of  R and vice versa. If  P is a rectilinear polygon, then it is called a rectilinear street. 

We obtain the following results on streets. Let ru be the link distance between s and t in P .  We 
present an algorithm that requires at most 2m - 1 links to reach from s to t in an unknown street P .  
Hence the competitive ratio of  our algorithm is 2 - 1 /m.  We also show that any on-line algorithm for 
the above problem will require 2m - 1 links in the worst case which establishes that our algorithm 
is optimal. We next consider above problem for the special case when P is a rectilinear street and 
the path is required to be a rectilinear path. We propose an algorithm for this problem that requires at 
most m + 1 links to reach from s to t in P .  Hence the competitive ratio of  our algorithm is 1 + 1 /m.  
We also show that any on-line algorithm for this problem will require m + 1 links in the worst case 
which establishes that our algorithm is optimal. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present an algorithm for traveling from s to t 
in an unknown street P .  In Section 3, we show that the algorithm requires at most 2m - 1 links to 
reach from s to t in P .  In Section 4, we show that this algorithm is optimal. In Section 5, we present 
an algorithm for traveling along a rectilinear path from s to t in an unknown rectilinear street P .  In 
Section 6, we show that the algorithm requires at most m + 1 links in the worst case to reach from s 
to t in P .  In Section 7, we prove that the algorithm is optimal. In Section 8, we conclude the paper 
with a few remarks. 

2. An algorithm for general s-t streets 

In this section, we describe the algorithm to move in an s-t street P from s to t such that the 
number of links in the path is as small as possible. Before we describe the algorithm, we state some 
properties of  an s-t street P that are used in the algorithm. 

Let P denote the region of  the plane enclosed by the polygon P and let bd(P)  denote the boundary 
of  P .  If  u and v are two points on bd(P)  then the clockwise boundary of  P from u to v is denoted as 
bd(u, v). Two points of  P are said to be visible if the line segment joining them lies totally inside P .  
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Fig. 2. Pockets in VP(s). 

If a line segment joining any two points touches the boundary of P ,  they are still considered to be 
visible. Let VP(s) denote the visibility polygon of P from s, i.e., VP(s) is the set of all points of 
P that are visible from s, The regions of P that are not visible from s are called pockets of VP(s). 
An edge of VP(s) which separates a pocket from VP(s) is called the lid of the pocket. If a pocket is 
to the left (or right) of its lid when seen from s, it is called a left (respectively right) pocket. When 
VP(s) is traversed from s in clockwise order, the left (or right) pocket encountered last (respectively 
first) is called the topmost left (respectively right) pocket (Fig. 2). We have the following lemmas on 
pockets of VP(s). 

Lemma 2.1 (Klein [14]). All left pockets are encountered before right pockets when VP(s) is tra- 
versed from s in clockwise order. 

Lemma 2.2 (Klein [14]). I f  t is not in VP(s), then t is either in the topmost left pocket or the topmost 
right pocket. 

Observe that the above lemmas are valid not only for the starting point s but also for any point on 
the robot's path from 8 to t. We now observe the following properties of an s-t street which are used 
as guidelines by our algorithm in searching for t. 

Lemma 2.3. Let Q be a simple path in an s-t street P from s to some point u E bd(P).  Then bd(s, u) 
or bd(u, s) or both are weakly visible from Q. 

Proof. Assume that t E bd(s, u). Since every point w E bd(u, s) is visible from some point w' E 
bd(s, t), the line segment w w  ~ lies inside P and intersects the path Q. This shows that bd(u, s) is 
weakly visible from Q. Analogously, it follows that if t E (u, s) then bd(s, u) is weakly visible 
from Q. [] 

Corollary 2.1. Let Q be a simple path in an s-t street P from s to t. Then both bd(s, t) and bd(t, s) 
are weakly visible from Q. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let vi and vj be a mutually visible pair o f  vertices of  a street P such that 
(i) vi-1 and Vi+l lie on the opposite sides of  the line joining vi and vj, and 

(ii) vj-1 and vj+l also lie on the opposite sides of  the line joining vi and vj. 
The vertices s and t lie in the different subpolygons of  P when P is divided by the segment vivj. 

Proof. If both vi and vj belong to either bd(s, t) or to bd(t, s) then bd(s, t) and bd(t, s) are not 
mutually weakly visible. Hence, the vertices s and t lie in the different subpolygons when P is 
divided by the segment Vil) j .  [] 

We now describe the algorithm. While moving from s to t, two dynamically changing pointers vl 
and Vr on bd(P) are maintained such that t E bd(vl, Vr). Intuitively, v~ (and Vr) is the farthest point 
on bd(P) from s in clockwise (respectively counterclockwise) direction, such that the robot knows 
that t ~ bd(s, vl) (respectively t ~ bd(vr, s)). With the movement of the robot, vl is updated so that it 
moves (not necessarily continuously) in the clockwise direction on bd(P).  Analogously Vr moves in 
the counterclockwise direction on bd(P). Before seeing t, whenever it takes a turn at a point w, the 
robot moves from w towards a point w ~ E bd(P) till its next turn. Further the algorithm maintains 

the invariant that vl or Vr or both lie on w w  ~. While moving along w~w ~, the robot (a) either sees t, in 
which case it goes straight to t or (b) at some point on w w  ~, it takes its next turn and proceeds further 
along a new segment wwq 

Before starting from s, the algorithm initializes Vl, Vr, w and w ~ as follows. It initializes w to s. It 
initializes vl and Vr to the near endpoints of the lids of the topmost left and right pocket in VP(s), 
respectively (Fig. 2 and Lemma 2.2). Let v( and v; be the farthest points on bd(P) visible along the 

directions w~l and W~r, respectively. If there are both left and right pockets in VP(s), it initializes w t 
to v(. Otherwise VP(s) has only right (or only left) pockets and it initializes w' to v~ (respectively v;). 
Note that unless t is visible from s, VP(s) has at least one left or right pocket and so the above 

I initialization can always be carried out. Also note that the points v; and v r are also dynamic points 
and the above values are only their initial values. In the next paragraph, we define them in the general 
setting. 

The algorithm maintains two dynamically changing rays P-~l and P-~r which start from the robot's 

current position p and extend to bd(P) through vl and Vr, respectively. The ray P-~I (or P~r) serves 

to delimit the unexplored region of P to the left (respectively right) of w~w t which is currently the 
topmost left (respectively right) pocket and can potentially contain t. We refer to the farthest points 

~ ~ respectively. The ray P~I (or P~r) is said to be functional on bd(P)  seen along pvl and pVr as v~ and Vr, 
t (respectively v~) moves at the current position p, if vl (respectively Vr) is visible from p and v l 

counterclockwise (respectively clockwise) on bd(P) with further movement along w~w ~. In the course 
of the robot's movement from s to t, each ray can switch from being functional to being non-functional 

___4 

and vice versa. For example, one situation in which pvl is non-functional is when the robot has seen 
all of bd(s, w ~) (Fig. 4). 

Having initialized vl, Vr and the direction of first link of the robot's path, we describe now the online 
strategy for updating vl and Vr and the direction of new w~w ~, while the robot is moving along a given 
w~w p. Note that this will complete the description of the algorithm for traveling from s to t. 
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Fig. 3. The vl is updated to that collinear Fig. 4. The vt is updated to w'. 
vertex which is closest to v(. 

We consider below the conditions under which vl and Vr are updated and the decision is made to 
take a turn (i.e., w and w ~ are updated). While moving along a given w w  t and before taking the next 
turn, vl and Vr are updated as often as these conditions arise. 

Update o f  vl. The pointer vl is updated in three possible situations. 

(a) Consider the case when pvl is functional and is currently collinear with one or more of  vertices on 
bd(vl, v~), which are different from vl and v~ (Fig. 3). It follows from Lemma 2.2 that vl should 
be updated to the topmost  left pocket. Hence vl is updated to that collinear vertex which is closest 

! 

to V 1 . 

(b) Consider the case when both P-V1 and P~r are functional (i.e., Vr E bd(w ~, s) and ?)l E bd(s,  w~)) 
and with the movement  of  the robot, v( coincides with the next clockwise vertex of  vl on b d ( P )  
(Fig. 4). This occurrence implies that t ~ bd(s,  w ~) and hence vl is updated to w ~. 

P takes a (c) Consider the case when pVr is functional and with the movement  of  the robot, the point v r 
and Vr are currently collinear with discontinuous jump on b d ( P )  (Fig. 5). When this happens, v r 

a vertex u c bd(w'~ v~). Note that in this situation, Lemma 2.4 implies that t E bd(u,  Vr). Also 
Lemma 2.2 implies that vl should be moved to u. Hence vi is updated to u. 

Update o f  yr. The situations in which Vr is updated are symmetric and analogous to those for Vl and 
are handled analogously. 

Decision to take the next turn. The robot decides to take a turn in three types of  situations: 

(a) If  the robot reaches w ~, then by Lemma 2.3, at least one of  P~l o r  P~r has become non-functional 

by now. If P~1 is currently functional then it implies t E bd(s,  w ~) and hence w is updated to w~; 
___4 

(Fig. 6). The case when pVr is functional is handled analogously. The up- w ~ is updated to v 1 
dating of  w and w ~ ensures that if the robot turns left (or right), the new w w  ~ coincides with vl 
(respectively Vr). 

(b) Consider the case when P~I is functional and a vertex (say u) on bd(v~, w~), different from v~ and 
w ~, lies on the segment pvl (Fig. 7). Note that in this case, Lemma 2.4 implies that t E bd(vh u). 
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Fig. 5. The vj is updated to u. Fig. 6. The w is updated to w~; w '  and Vr 
are updated to v(. 
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Fig. 7. The robot turns in the d i r e c t i o n  ~ 1  and up- Fig. 8. The robot backtracks f rom p to u 
dates w to p and w '  to v[. and turns towards yr. 

Also any further movement  of  the robot on w ~ '  does not allow the robot to see more of  bd(vl, u) 
and can increase the number of  links required to reach t. Hence the robot turns in the direction 

p-vj and updates w to p and w ~ to v{. 
• ---+ 

An analogous case arises if pVr is functional and a vertex u C bd(w',  v~) lies on the segment p V r .  

This case is handled analogously. Once again, the updating of w and w' ensures that if the robot 
turns left (or right), the new w w  t coincides with Vl (respectively Vr). 
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(c) Consider the case when pVr is non-functional, pvl is functional and with the movement of the 

robot v~ coincides with the next clockwise vertex of vl (Fig. 8). Since P~r is non-functional, 
Vr E bd(s, wl). Let u be the point on w w  ~ at which the robot saw Vr for the first time and u t be 
the point on bd(P)  lying on the extension of UVr from %. Observe that this situation implies that 
t is neither on bd(s, u t) nor on bd(vr, s) and so, t C bd(u ~, Vr). Hence the robot backtracks from 
p to u and turns towards Yr. Further it updates w to u, w ~ to u I and v 1 to u ~. 

An analogous case arises when P~l is non-functional a n d  P~r is functional and with the movement  of 
coincides with the next counterclockwise vertex of yr. This case is handled analogously. the robot v r 

3. Analysis of the algorithm for general s-t streets 

To show that the robot moves from s to t with at most 2m - 1 links, we require from Ghosh [11] 
some of the properties of minimum link paths between two points s and t in a simple polygon P.  Let 
SP(s, t) = (s, u l , . . . ,  uk, t) be the Euclidean shortest path inside P between s and t. We call an edge 
uiui+l of SP(s , t )  an eave if ui-1 and ui+2 lie on the opposite sides of the line passing through ui 
and ui+l (Fig. 9). If an edge uilQ+l of SP(8 ,  t)  is a subsegment of a link, we say that the link path 
contains uiui+l. Then we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.1 (Ghosh [11]). There exists a minimum link path that contains all eaves o f  SP(s, t). 

The above lemma suggests that a minimum link path from s to t can be constructed by combining 
minimum link paths connecting the extensions of every pair of  consecutive eaves on SP(s, t). Consider 

~j-1 

Vi+l 

Fig. 9. The path (zl, z2, Z3) is the greedy path inside CV~j from a point zl on the extension Vi+lUi+l of the eave u~u~+t 
to the extension v~_tu~ t of the next eave u j -~u j  on SP(s, t) .  
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two consecutive eaves uiui+l and u j _ l u j  on SP(s, t). Let Vi+l and vj-1 be the extension points of 
the eaves u~u~+t and u j _ l u j  on bd(P) ,  respectively. Consider the subpolygon Pij formed between 
the extensions of these eaves. The boundary of Pij consists of bd(vi+j, vj_  1), the segment vj_  1 u j_  1, 
SP(u~+I, u j - 1 )  and the segment ui+lvi+l (Fig. 9). Let Lij be a minimum link path between ui+jvi+l 
and u j - l v j - 1 .  Let CVij  C Pij be the subpolygon of all points whose left and fight tangents to 
SP(ui, uj)  lie inside P~j (Fig. 9). For details on CVij ,  see Ghosh [11]. Then we have the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 3.2 (Ghosb [11]). A minimum link path Lij is a convex path in CVij.  

Let zl be any point in CVij.  Consider the path from Zl to Uj_l13j_l constructed as follows (Fig. 9). 
Draw the tangent from zl to SP(ui+j,  u j -1 )  and extend it to the boundary of CVij  meeting it at a 
point z2. Similarly, draw the tangent from z2 to SP(ui+l, u j - i  ) and extend it to the boundary of CVij  
meeting it at a point z3, and so on until a point zr is found on u j_  l v j -1 .  This gives the greedy path 
zlz2,  z2z3 . . . . .  z r - l z r  from Zl to u j - l v j - l .  Note in particular, that if zl is the vertex of CVij  which is 
adjacent to u~+l and lies on ui+lvi+l,  then the greedy path from zl gives Lij.  We have the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 3.3 (Ghosh [11]). For any point  Zl in CVij,  the greedy path zjz2, zzz3 . . . . .  z r_ l z r  is a 
minimum link path f rom z~ to u j - l v j - l .  

We now analyze the performance of our algorithm. We first consider its performance for special 
cases when SP(s, t) has only left turns or only fight turns. The arguments used in the proofs for special 
cases will then be used to prove the general result. 

Lemma  3.4. Assume that t is not visible f rom s and SP(s, t) has only left turns. Then the robot moves 
f rom s to t fo l lowing the greedy path and hence reaches t with an optimal number  o f  links. 

Proof. Since t is not visible from s and SP(s, t) has only left turns, VP(s) has left pockets and the 
algorithm will initialize vl to the near endpoint of the lid of the topmost left pocket and w / will be 
initialized to v{. Again, since SP(s, t) has only left turns, t E bd(s, w'), which implies that v I E SP(s, t). 
So the first w w  ~ coincides with the first link of the greedy path from s to t. Consider the situation 
when the robot is moving along the first w w  ~. Two cases can arise depending on whether or not t is 
visible from w w  ~. Suppose that t is visible from w w  ~. While moving on w w  I the robot will turn and 
come to t as soon as it sees it. Let zt E w w  ~ be the point closest to w such that t is visible from u. We 
show that the robot does not turn before reaching zt. Observe that the condition (a) for deciding a turn 
can only arise at w ~ and hence will not arise before reaching u. If the condition (b) for turning arises at 
some point p E wu,  then it contradicts the Corollary 2.1 that bd(s, t) is weakly visible from a simple 
path consisting of the robot's path from s to w, the segment w u  and the segment ut. It means that 
u E wp and therefore the condition (b) for turning cannot arise before reaching u. Since t is visible 
from w w  ~, the condition (c) for deciding a turn can never arise. Therefore, the robot turns only at u 
and goes to t. 

Consider the case when t is not visible from w w  ~. In this case, the robot can take a turn when the 
condition (a) (Fig. 6) or the condition (b) for turning (Fig. 7) arises. Condition (c) for turning cannot 
arise since SP(s, t) has only left turns (Fig. 8). The conditions (a) or (b) for turning ensure that the 
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robot takes a turn at the farthest point from w on w w  p from which both the tangents can be drawn 
to SP(s, t). This implies that the turning point of the robot's path is same as the first turning point of 
the greedy path. Further, the updating of w and w p done under these conditions ensures that the new 
ww'  contains vl and hence is tangential to SP(s, t). This implies that the second w w  ~ coincides with 
the second link of the greedy path. 

Repeating the above argument for the second w w  ~ and subsequent ww' ,  it follows that the robot 
will follow the greedy path until it reaches t. [] 

Lemma 3.5. Assume that t is not visible from s and SP(s, t) has only right turns. I f  VP(s) has no 
left pockets, the robot moves from s to t following the greedy path and hence reaches t with optimal 
number of  links. 

Proof. Since VP(s) has no left pockets, the algorithm initiates w ~ to the far endpoint of the lid of the 
topmost fight pocket and hence Vr lies on w w  ~. This case is symmetric and analogous to the case in 
Lemma 3.4 and hence an analogous argument proves the claim. [] 

Lemma 3.6. Assume that t is not visible from s and SP(s, t) has only right turns. I f  VP(s) has left 
pockets, then from its first turning point, say x, the robot follows the greedy path from x to t and 
hence reaches t with at most one link more than the optimal. 

Proof. Since VP(s) has left pockets, the algorithm initializes w p such that vl lies on w w  ~. Since 
t C bd(v~, s), it means that w w  ~ does not coincide with the first link of the greedy path from s to t. We 
consider two cases depending on whether or not t is visible from w w  ~. The case when t is visible from 
ww'  is analogous to the corresponding case in the proof of Lemma 3.4 and an analogous argument 
shows that the robot comes from w w  ~ to t optimally. 

Consider the case when t is not visible from w w  ~. In this case, Lemma 2.3 implies that as the robot 

moves along the first w w  ~, the ray P-~I becomes non-functional at some point. This means, at some 
point x on w w  ~, the robot will decide to take a fight turn. Further it will take a right turn based on 

the condition (a) or the condition (b) and hence will follow the direction ~ r  (Fig. 10). Note that the 
condition (c) for taking turn cannot arise since it implies SP(s, t) has an eave. Since the turn is taken 

' i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

$ 

Fig. 10. The robot takes a fight turn and follows the direction xvr. 
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at x under the condition (a) or the condition (b), it ensures that from x both tangents can be drawn to 
SP(s, t). Note that since SP(s, t) has only right turns, it means t E bd(v~, vl) and hence SP(x, t) also 
has only right turns. Further, the updating of w and w ~ under conditions (a) or (b) ensures that w w  ~ 

contains v r and hence is tangential to SP(x, t). This implies that the new w w  ~ coincides with the first 
link of greedy path starting from x to t. Now the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.4 applies to the 
second w w  ~ and all the subsequent w w  ~. Hence the robot's path starting from x to t is the greedy path. 

Observe that the first link of the greedy path from x to t crosses the first link of the greedy path 
from s to t. Since both are greedy paths, it implies that the ith link of the greedy path from x to t 
crosses and stays ahead of the ith link of the greedy path from s to t. This means that the greedy path 
from x to t has at most as many links as in the greedy path from s to t. Hence the robot reaches t 
with at most one link more than the optimal. [] 

In the following lemma, we analyze the performance of the algorithm in the general case when 
SP(s, t) has both left and right turns. 

Lemma  3.7. L e t  m be the l ink d i s tance  b e t w e e n  s a n d  t in an s - t  s t ree t  P .  L e t  e be the n u m b e r  o f  

eaves  in SP(s, t). Then  the robot  t ravels  f r o m  s to t us ing  a t  m o s t  m + e + 1 links. 

Proof. If SP(s, t) does not have any eave (i.e., e = 0), it follows from Lemmas 3.4-3.6 that the robot 
reaches from s to t using at most m + 1 links. We now consider the case when SP(s, t) has both left 
and fight turns (i.e., e /> l). For estimating the number of links in the robot's path from s to t, we 
consider as reference the minimum link path MLP(s,  t) between s and t, which contains all eaves of 
SP(s, t) (Lemma 3.1). For an eave UiUi+l in SP(s, t), we refer to the segments ViU i and Vi+lUi+l as 
the b a c k w a r d  and f o r w a r d  extensions of the eave, respectively (Fig. 9). We estimate the number of 
links in the robot's path in four parts as follows. 

(i) The number of links taken by the robot to travel from s to the backward extension of the first 
eave in SP(s, t). 

(ii) The number of links taken by the robot to travel from the first turning point after crossing the 
backward extension of an eave to the forward extension of the same eave. 

(iii) The number of links taken by the robot to travel from the first turning point after crossing the 
forward extension of an eave to the backward extension of the next eave on SP(s, t). 

(iv) The number of links taken by the robot to travel to t from the first turning point after crossing 
the forward extension of the last eave in SP(s, t). 

Consider (i). Since SP(s, t) has only left or only fight turns from s till the first eave, it follows 
from Lemmas 3.4-3.6 that the robot takes one more link than MLP(s, t) in traveling from s to the 
backward extension of the first eave. 

Consider (ii). We show that after the robot crosses the backward extension v iu i  of an eave u i u i + l ,  

it crosses the forward extension Ui+lVi+ 1 of the same eave using at most two more links. Assume 
that SP(s, t) makes a left turn at ui and makes a fight turn at ui+l .  The analysis of the case where 
the direction of SP(s, t) changes from right to left at the eave is analogous. Let w w  ~ be the segment 
on which the robot travels when it crosses u~vi. Since t E bd(s, wl), the robot will decide to turn 
left while traveling along w w  ~ (Lemma 3.4). Consider the case when the robot decides to turn left 
under the condition (c) (Fig. 11). In this case, it backtracks to some point x on u iv i  and then moves 
along v~v~+l. So, the robot takes one extra link to backtrack and requires two links to reach u i + l v i + l .  
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Fig. 11. The robot backtracks to x on u~v~ Fig. 12. The robot takes a right turn at x and crosses 
and then moves along v~v~+~, u~+~vi+~. 

Consider now the case when the robot decides to turn left under the condition (a) or (b) (Fig. 12). 
In this case, the new ww ~ (call it wlw~) contains the current vl and intersects the eave. Observe that 
while traveling on w~ w], the robot cannot see any new (i.e., unseen so far) portion of bd(P)  until it 
crosses the eave. Therefore, the robot cannot turn before crossing uiui+l. Observe further that since 
t E bd(wll,ui+l), after crossing the eave the robot will eventually take a fight turn at some point x 
(Lemma 2.3). When the robot takes a fight turn at x, the current Vr belongs to SP(ui+l,  t) since the 
robot has crossed the eave uiui+l. Since the new link starting from x is tangential at the current vr, 
it intersects u~+lvi+l. Note that the robot will take its next turn only after crossing Ui+lV~+l. Hence, 
the robot required two links to cross Vi+lUi+l after crossing v~ui. 

Consider (iii). Let x be the first turning point of the robot after crossing the forward extension 
UiWlVi+l of an eave u~ui+l. Let Uj_lU j be the next eave of u~ui+l in SP(s, t). Since SP(ui+l, uj-1) 
makes only left or only fight tums, it follows from the arguments used in the proof of Lemmas 3.4 
and 3.5 that the robot follows the greedy path from x till it crosses the backward extension vj- lu j - l .  
Hence, the number of links taken by the robot from x to vj_luj_~ is at most the number of links in 
MLP(s,  t) from Ui+lVi+l to Uj_lVj_ 1. 

Consider (iv). Let x be the first turning point of the robot after crossing the forward extension 
ui+lVi+l of the last eave uiu~+~ in SP(s, t). Since SP(u~+I, t) makes only left or only fight turns, it 
follows from the arguments used in the proof of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 that the robot follows the greedy 
path from x till it sees t. Once it sees t, it goes straight to t. Hence, the number of links taken by the 
robot from x to t is at most the number of links in MLP(s, t) from Ui+lVi+l t o  t. 

Above arguments show that the robot will take at most one additional link over MLP(s, t) for every 
eave in SP(s, t) and can take one more link if SP(s, t) starts with a fight turn. Therefore, we conclude 
that for any s-t street P ,  the robot reaches t using at most m + e + 1 links. [] 

Observe that MLP(s,  t) contains all eaves of SP(s, t) and the first and the last links of MLP(s,  t) 
cannot contain any eave of SP(s, t). So, e ~< m - 2. Hence, the following theorem follows from 
Lemma 3.7. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let m be the link distance between s and t in an s-t street P. Then there exists an 

on-line strategy that can be used by a robot to travel f rom s to t using at most 2 m  - 1 links. 

4. The deterministic lower bound for general s- t  streets 

In this section, we show that for any deterministic algorithm A for a robot and every integer m > 1, 
there exists an s-t street P such that A requires at least 2m - 1 links to travel from s to t whereas 
the link distance between s and t is m. We give an adversary strategy to construct such an s-t street 
P for any given A and m > 1. The basic building block of the street P is a V-shaped polygon called 
Pv whose boundary is open in three places (Fig. 13). The adversary constructs P by combining m 
copies of Pv. We discuss some features of Pv before describing the adversary strategy. 

The two limbs of Pv are long, narrow and symmetric to each other. Let a, al, ar denote the lower, 
upper left and upper right vertices, respectively, of the upper envelope of V-shape. Let b, bl, br denote 
the lower, upper left and upper right vertices, respectively, of the lower envelope of V-shape. The 
lower end of lower envelope of V-shape, instead of tapering to point b, is cut along a segment YlYr 

which is perpendicular to the axis of symmetry of V. Also small edges ylXl and ffrX r which are parallel 
to the axis of symmetry of V, are attached to the two endpoints of this opening. Let us denote this 
opening by Gin. There are two more openings in the lower envelope, one at the top left comer and 
the other at the top right comer. Let us denote these openings by Gleft and Gright, respectively. Let zl 
and Zr denote the lower endpoints of Gleft and Gright, respectively. The top edge albi (similarly arbr) 

b I b 

C l ~ l  V • " . .  ~ - .... C r 

Zr Zl ,... 

:... ,." 

b 

Fig. 13. The V-shaped polygon Pv. 
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Fig. 14. The polygon Pv extended on the left limb. 

of the left (respectively right) limb is extended to a point el (respectively Cr) which is collinear with 
the segment azl (respectively aZr). The points zl and Zr are chosen so that the length of the segments 
z~cl, Zrer and XlXr are same, i.e., all the three openings of Pv have the same width. Let us call the 
segment YlYr as the critical barrier of Pv. Observe that the points c~ and cr are not visible from the 
critical barrier and there is a point on the critical barrier and on the segment XlXr which can see all of 
the points a~, at, bl, br. 

The intuition behind using the polygon Pv is as follows. After entering Pv through Gin, A has to 
choose between the two limbs to exit Pv. This ambiguity of A can be exploited to force A to take 
more than one link for exiting, whereas one link suffices to enter Pv through Gin and reach either Gleft 
or Gright. TO clarify further, let us consider the extended polygon obtained by attaching a new copy of 
P~ to one of the limbs of the initial Pv such that the points xj and Xr of the attached Pv coincide with 
the points zl (or Zr) and Cl (or Or), respectively, of the initial Pv (Fig. 14). Then we have the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 4.1. Suppose a robot enters the initial Pv through Gin and crosses its critical barrier while 

traveling along the link w~w ~. I f  the directed segment w-~w t is such that its extension intersects the 
segment azt r or Ztry r and the new Pv is attached to the left limb, then the robot requires at least 
two more links after the link w w  ~ to intersect the critical barrier o f  the attached P~. Similarly, i f  
the directed segment is such that its extension intersects the segment aul or UlYl and the new Pv is 
attached to the right limb, then the robot requires at least two more links after the link w w  r to intersect 
the critical barrier o f  the attached Pv. 

Proof. If the extension of the directed segment w~w ~ intersects the segment aur or Ury r and the new 
P~ is attached to the left limb, then note that while moving along the link w w  ~, the robot cannot see 
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any portion of the attached Pv beyond the segment ZlC 1 of the initial Pv or equivalently the segment 
XlXr of the attached Pv. Hence no point on the critical barrier of the attached Pv is visible from any 
point on the link w w  t. In other words, just one more link after the link w w '  is not enough for the 
robot to intersect the critical barrier of the attached Pv. This proves the claim for one of the cases of 
the lemma. An analogous argument proves the claim for the other case. [] 

We now use the above lemma to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.1. Le t  A be a determinis t ic  on-l ine a lgori thm f o r  a robot  to move  f r o m  s to t in unknown  

s- t  streets. For  every  in teger  m > 1, there is an s- t  s treet  P such that the l ink dis tance be tween  s 

and  t in P is m,  but  A requires 2 m  - 1 links to travel  f r o m  s to t. 

Proof. We describe the adversary strategy to construct the s- t  street P for a given A and m > 1 and 
show using Lemma 4.1 that A requires 2m - 1 links to move from s to t in P while the link distance 
between s and t is m. 

The adversary first considers a copy of Pv which does not have the opening Gin and instead the 
points xl and Xr are joined to point b to close the opening. Label the point b as s and consider the 
response of A when the robot is placed at s. While crossing the critical barrier of the initial Pv, if 
the robot is heading towards a point on the segment a'ttr or UrYr (Fig. 14), then close Gright by adding 
segment CrZr and attach a copy of Pv to the left limb so that the vertices Xl and Xr of the new Pv 
coincide with the vertices zl and q, respectively, of the initial Pv- In the other case, when the robot, 
while crossing the critical barrier, is heading towards a point on the segment aul or uzyl, then close 
Gleft by adding segment ClZl and attach a copy of Pv to the right limb so that the vertices xl and xr 
of the new Pv coincide with the vertices Cr and Zr, respectively, of the initial Pv. 

Observe that the points Cl and Cr are defined to ensure that if the opening of the left limb (or the 
right limb) is sealed, bd(s, Cr) (respectively bd(cl, s)) is weakly visible from bd(zr, s) (respectively 
bd(s, zr)). This fact is required to ensure that the final polygon constructed is a street. Also since el 
and c~ are not visible from the critical barrier YlYr, the response of A until the robot crosses the critical 
barrier will be identical to the response observed by the adversary. Further it follows from Lemma 4.1 
that only the 3rd or subsequent link of the robot's path will intersect the critical barrier of the newly 
attached copy of Pv- 

The adversary continues by considering the response of A when the robot crosses the critical barrier 
of the newly attached copy of Pv and analogously closes one of the limbs and attaches a new copy of 
Pv to the other depending on the direction of the robot which crossing the critical barrier. The analysis 
of the visibility property of the resulting extended polygon and A's behavior in it, is exactly same 
as before. Also it follows again using Lemma 4.1 that only the 5th or subsequent link of the robot's 
path from s can cross the critical barrier of the last attached copy of Pv. The adversary continues like 
this up to the stage when it has just attached the ruth copy of Pv. An analysis identical to that done 
earlier implies that only the (2m - 1)th or the subsequent link of the robot's path intersects the critical 
barrier of the ruth copy of Pv. Finally the adversary prunes the ruth copy by removing its left limb 
and closes its boundary by joining point a with vl and br with Zr. Also the point br of the ruth copy 
is taken as the target t, which completes the definition of the required street P .  It follows from the 
above discussion that the robot using the algorithm A requires at least 2m - 1 links to travel from s 
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to t in P. Observe that since one link is necessary and sufficient to enter Pv through Gin and reach 
either Gleft or Gright, it follows that the link distance between s and t in P is m. 

We consider now a little technical problem which can come up while using the above strategy to 
construct the street P.  At some stage, when the adversary decides to attach a new copy of Pv to 
one of the limbs (say left limb without loss of generality), it may turn out that the boundary of this 
new copy after attaching intersects the boundary of P defined so far. We circumvent the problem as 
follows. Shrink the size of the new Pv in proportion so that it can be attached to either limb without 
intersecting boundaries. This can cause a new problem that the Gin opening of the new Pv is smaller in 
size than the Gleft or Gright openings (i.e., segment zlcL or ZrCr) of the limbs of the partially defined P. 
However this can be taken care of easily by moving the point zl (and Zr) closer to bl (respectively br) 
in the left (respectively right) limb of the partially defined P,  so that the size of the segment ZlCl 
(respectively ZrCr) reduces to exactly the required size. Therefore the adversary extends the polygon 
in two steps. (i) It estimates the size of the shrunk new copy of Pv which can be attached without 
crossing boundaries. It then shrinks the openings the current P so that Gin of the shrunk copy of the 
new Pv is exactly of the same size as these openings. (ii) It continues by considering the response of 
A when the robot crosses the critical barrier in the latest copy of Pv in the current P and extends it 
further by closing one of its limbs and extending the other with the shrunk new Pv. Since by definition 
of Pv, the extension of the segment bla from a in any copy of Pv does not intersect its critical barrier, 
it follows that the critical barrier of the newly attached shrunk Pv is still not visible from the link of the 
robot's path, on which the robot crossed the critical barrier of the last attached copy of Pv. Therefore, 
the arguments mentioned above still hold. Hence the above adversary strategy can be carried out to 
completion to define the required s-t street P.  [] 

5. An algorithm for rectilinear path in rectilinear streets 

In this section, we describe an algorithm to move from s to t in a rectilinear street following a 
rectilinear link path such that the number of links in the rectilinear path is as small as possible. We also 
show that the algorithm requires at most m + 1 links to move from s to t where m is the rectilinear 
link distance between s and t. 

Assume without loss of generality that the polygon is placed in the X - Y  plane such that its edges 
are horizontal or vertical, i.e., parallel to X or Y axis and s is at the origin. In the sequel, we call 
a direction rectilinear if it is parallel to X or Y axis. We say t is rectangularly visible from the 
current position p of the robot if t and p are diagonally opposite vertices of the rectangle, the rectangle 
lies inside P and the sides of the rectangle are parallel to X or Y axis. If t is rectangularly visible 
from s, then the robot moves to t following the boundary of the rectangle. In the following, we assume 
that t is not rectangularly visible from s. At any point during movement of the robot, if t becomes 
rectangularly visible from the robot, then the robot continues moving along the current link till t is 
visible along a direction which is perpendicular to the current link. Then the robot turns towards t 
and comes straight to it. We discuss below the strategy of the algorithm while t is not rectangularly 
visible from the robot. We first describe the strategy used to decide the direction of the first link when 
the robot is at s and later describe the strategy for deciding the next turn while the robot is moving 
on any link. This will complete the description of the algorithm for moving from s to t. 
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Fig. 15. The direction of the first link of the robot 's path. 
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Fig. 16. The robot will turn at p in these three situations. 

Consider the situation when the robot is at s. If the lid of the topmost left pocket in VP(s) is 
rectilinear (Fig. 15(a)), then start moving towards it. Otherwise, if the lid of the topmost right pocket 
in VP(s) is rectilinear (Fig. 15(b)), then start moving towards it. Consider the situation when neither 
of the two lids is rectilinear. If there is a rectilinear direction between the directions of the two lids 
(Fig. 15(c)), then take one such direction and start moving along it. If there is no rectilinear direction 
between the directions of the two lids (Fig. 15(d)), then the direction of the two lids lie in the same 
quadrant. In such a case, take one of the rectilinear directions in this quadrant and start moving along it. 

We now describe the strategy used to decide the next turn while the robot is moving along any 
link. While moving along a link, the robot maintains a sweep line which is perpendicular to the 
direction of its motion at its current position p and extends to the farthest visible points xl and Xr 
on bd(P)  on its left and right side, respectively (Fig. 16). Let Y¿ (similarly Yr) be the closest point 
from p on pxl (respectively pXr) which lies on bd(s, xl) (respectively bd(xr, s)) such that bd(s, 91) 
(respectively bd(s, Yr)) has been seen completely by the robot. The robot makes its decision based 
only on its view in the portion of the polygon which is above its sweep line, i.e., the portion bounded 
by bd(yl, Yr) and the segment YJYr. Let us denote this region with respect to the current position p as 
R(p). Let us denote the visibility polygon of p inside R(p) as VR(p). Whenever the robot decides to 
make a turn at p, then for all future decisions the algorithm stops considering the region of P outside 
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R(p) and, therefore, its sweep line and visibility extends only up to the boundary of R(p). The robot 
decides to take a turn in the following three types of situations. 
(a) If the robot reaches a point on bd(P),  i.e., p is a point on bd(P) (Fig. 16(a)), then by Lemma 

2.3, the robot has seen either bd(s, p) or bd(p, s) completely. If the robot has seen bd(s, p), then 
t E bd(p, s) and therefore the robot turns to the perpendicular direction on its right and starts 
moving along it. Otherwise, it has seen bd(p, s) and it turns to the perpendicular direction on its 
left and starts moving along it. 

(b) If the direction of the lid of the topmost left (or right) pocket in VR(p) is perpendicular to 
the current link at point p (Fig. 16(b)), then it turns to the perpendicular direction on its left 
(respectively right) and starts moving along it. 

(c) If an edge belonging to bd(zl, Xr) becomes collinear with the sweep line and the coinciding edge 
is to the left (or right) of p (Fig. 16(c)), then the robot turns to the perpendicular direction on its 
left (respectively right) and starts moving along it. 

6. Analysis of the algorithm for rectilinear path in rectilinear streets 

In this section, we show that the robot using our algorithm requires at most m + 1 links to move 
from s to t by a rectilinear link path. We first observe in the following two lemmas, the relation 
between the position of t and the conditions (b) and (c) of turning in the algorithm. 

Lemma 6.1. Suppose the robot is moving along a link. Let w be the farthest point on the forward 
extension of  the link which lies on bd(P). I f  the condition (b) for  turning in the algorithm arises on 
the left of  the link, then t E bd(s, w). Similarly, if the condition (b) for  turning in the algorithm arises 
on the right side of  the link, then t c bd(w, s). 

Proof. Suppose the condition (b) arises on the left of the link, i.e., the lid of the topmost left pocket 
is currently perpendicular to the link (Fig. 16(b)). Since P is a rectilinear polygon, there is a vertex 
of P inside this pocket which is not visible from bd(w, s). Therefore, for P to be street, t must be on 
bd(s, w). The other case when the condition (b) arises due to the lid on the right side is analogous. [] 

Lemma 6.2. Suppose the robot is moving along a link and let w be the farthest point lying on the 
forward extension of  the link which is on bd(P). If  the condition (c) for  turning in the algorithm 
arises due to an edge on the left o f  the link, then t E bd(s, l) where 1 is the far  endpoint of  the edge. 
Similarly if  the condition (c) for  turning in the algorithm arises due to an edge on the right o f  the 
link, then t E bd(l, s) where l is the far  endpoint of  the edge. 

Proof. Suppose the condition (c) arises due to an edge on the left of the link (Fig. 16(c)). Consider 
the pocket on the left of the link, whose lid is formed by the extension of the above edge from the far 
endpoint. Since P is a rectilinear polygon, there is a vertex of P in this pocket which is not visible 
from bd(l, s). Therefore, for P to be a street, t must be on bd(s, l). The other case when the condition 
(c) arises due to an edge on the right of the link is analogous. [] 
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Let MLP(s, t) denote any minimum rectilinear link path between s and t. In the following lemma, 
we first observe the relation between the direction of the first link of the robot's path and the direction 
of the first link of any MLP(s, t). 

Lemma  6.3. The first link of  every MLP(s, t) as well as the first link of  the robot's path lie in the 
same quadrant of  the X - Y  plane. 

Proof. Consider any rectilinear s-t street P.  If s is a convex vertex then the claim of the lemma 
is obvious. Consider the case when s is a reflex vertex. Assume that P is oriented so that the next 
clockwise edge from s is along the negative X axis. Let x+, x_ be the farthest points on bd(P) which 
are visible from s along the positive and negative X direction, respectively. Similarly, let y+, y_ be 
the farthest points on bd(P) which are visible from s along the positive and negative Y direction, 
respectively. There are five cases depending on whether t lies on bd(s, x_),  bd(x_, y+), bd(y+, x+),  
bd(x+, y_) or bd(y_, s). 

(i) Consider the case when t E bd(s, x_)  (Fig. 17(a)). Then either t is on negative X axis and is 
visible from s or because of Lemma 2.2, the lid of the topmost left pocket in VP(s) is on negative 
X axis. In either case, the first link of the robot's path as well as the first link of every MLP(s, t) 
is along the negative X axis. 

(ii) Consider the case when t ~ bd(x_, y+) (Fig. 17(b)). Observe that the first link of every MLP(s, t) 
lies along positive Y axis or negative X axis. We now show that the first link of the robot's 
path also lies along positive Y axis or negative X axis. Observe that Lemma 2.2 implies that 
the direction of the lid of the topmost left pocket can only be in the 2nd quadrant. Further the 
direction of the lid of the topmost right pocket cannot be in the 4th quadrant or along the positive 
X axis. This is because if it is, then there is a vertex in the topmost right pocket which is not 
visible from bd(y_, x+), which contradicts the street property of P.  In this situation, observe that 
the algorithm can choose either the positive Y axis or the negative X axis as the direction of the 
first link. 

(iii) Consider the case when t E bd(y+, x+) (Fig. 17(c)). Observe that the first link of every MLP(s, t) 
lies along the positive Y axis or positive X axis. We now show that the first link of the robot's 
path also lies along positive Y axis or positive X axis. If follows from arguments similar to 
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Fig. 17. The direction of the first link of robot's path depends on the position of t. 
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those used in case (ii) that the direction of the lid of the topmost left pocket cannot be along 
the negative X axis or in the 4th quadrant. Similarly the direction of the lid of the topmost 
right pocket cannot be along the negative Y axis or in the 2nd quadrant. Also it follows from 
Lemma 2.1 that the direction of the lids of the topmost left and right pocket cannot both lie in 
the 2nd or 4th quadrant. In such a situation, the algorithm can choose either the positive X axis 
or the positive Y axis as the direction of its first link. 

(iv) The case when t E bd(x+, y_) is symmetric to the case when t E bd(z_ ,  y+) and can be argued 
analogously. 

(v) The case when t E bd(y_,  s) is symmetric to the case when t E bd(s, x_)  and can be argued 
analogously. [] 

Lemma 6.3 establishes that either (i) there is some MLP(s,  t) whose first link's direction is same 
as the direction of the first link of the robot's path or (ii) for every MLP(s, t), the direction of the 
first link is perpendicular to and on the same side of the first link of the robot's path. We analyze the 
performance of the algorithm in these two cases separately. We show in Lemma 6.4 that in the former 
case, the algorithm moves from s to t using m links. Next we show in Lemma 6.5 that in the latter 
case, the algorithm moves from s to t using m + 1 links. 

In the proofs of these lemmas, we use the notion of subsets of P such that all the points in a subset 
are at the same rectilinear link distance from t. We briefly discuss this notion before proving the above 
two cases. For every integer k t> 0, let Pk denote the set of all points in P ,  whose rectilinear distance 
from t is exactly k. The sets Pk have the following properties. 

(i) P0 is the point t. 
(ii) /°1 is the union of the two rectilinear segments passing through t and extending up to bd(P) .  

(iii) For every k > 1, Pk is a union of disjoint rectilinear regions of P .  
(iv) For every k > 2, each region Q of Pk shares boundary with Pk-1 at exactly one contiguous part 

of its boundary. Let this portion of the boundary be called the critical barrier of Q. 
Define a graph associated with P,  such that every region of Pk (for every k) is represented by a 

vertex in the graph and two vertices are connected by an edge if and only if the corresponding regions 
share a portion of their boundary. The resulting graph is a rooted tree where P0 is the root and the 
vertices of level i represent the regions of Pi. Since s is at link distance m from t, it will lie in some 
region say Qm at the ruth level of the tree. Let Q0, Q 1 , - . . ,  Q,~ be the sequence of regions in the 
above tree on the path from root to the vertex corresponding to Qm. Note that Q0 = t = P0, Q I = Pl, 
Q2 = P2 and for every i ~> 2, 
(i) Qi and Qi+l are connected at the critical barrier of Qi+l and 

(ii) every edge e of Qi contains some edge e ~ on bd(P) ;  we call e I as the supporting edge of e. 

Lemma 6.4. I f  there is some MLP(s, t) such that the direction of  its first link is same as the direction 
of  the first link of  the robot's path, then the robot moves from s to t using m links. 

Proof. When t is rectangularly visible from s, claim of the lemma is obvious. Let us assume that t 
is not rectangularly visible from s. Let us fix an MLP(s,  t) such that the direction of its first link is 
same as the direction of the robot's first link. In this proof, we refer to this fixed minimum rectilinear 
link path as MLP(s,  t). 
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For any i, 1 ~ i ~< rn, consider the ith link of  MLP(s ,  t). Observe that one end of  the link lies in 
Qrn-i+l while the other end lies in Qm-i .  It means that the link crosses the critical barrier of  Qm-i+l. 
Moreover, the link intersects some edge (call it aibi) of  the critical barrier of  Q, rn-i+l in perpendicular 
direction. We now show that for 1 ~< i ~< rn - 1, the ith link of  the robot 's path has the same direction 
as the ith link of  MLP(s ,  t) and also intersects aibi in the perpendicular direction. This implies that 
the (rn - 1)th link of  the robot 's path crosses the critical barrier of  Q2, i.e., while the robot travels 
on the (rn - 1)th link, t becomes  rectangularly visible to it. This means that the robot reaches t using 
one more link, i.e., it requires rn links in all. 

We prove by an induction that for 1 ~< i ~< m - 1, the ith link of  the robot 's  path has the same 
direction as the ith link of  MLP(s ,  t) and intersects aibi in the perpendicular direction. To prove the 
basis case of  induction, consider the first link of  MLP(s ,  t). Observe that the first link of  the robot 's  
path overlaps with the first link of  MLP(s ,  t) because they have the same starting point s and they 
have the same direction. Therefore, to prove the basis case, it suffices to show that the robot does 
not turn before intersecting atbl, i.e., neither of  three conditions for turning in the algorithm can arise 
before intersecting albl .  Observe that the condition (a) of  turning cannot arise before reaching b d ( P )  
and hence cannot arise before intersecting albl. Consider conditions (b) and (c). Let w be the farthest 
point on b d ( P )  which is visible to the robot in the forward direction of  first link. There are two cases 
depending on whether t lies on bd(s,  w) or bd(w, s). We show that conditions (b) and (c) cannot 
arise in the case when t C bd(s,  w) and remark that the other case when t E bd(w, s) can be argued 
analogously. Observe that Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 imply, the condition (b) or the condition (c) can arise 
only on the left of  the first link, i.e., the robot cannot take a right turn. It remains to show that the robot 
cannot take a left turn before intersecting al bl. Observe that since t E bd(s,  w), there is an edge, say e ~, 
on bd(s,  w) such that albl is an extension of  e t. Because of  e ~, there exists a left pocket  to the left of  the 
robot such that the lid of  the pocket is not perpendicular to the first link at the robot 's  current position 
until it reaches al hi, i.e., the condition (b) for left turn cannot arise before the robot intersects al bl. 
If  the condition (c) for left turn arises before intersecting albl, then Lemma 6.2 implies t E bd(s,  l) 
where l is the far endpoint of  the coinciding edge. Since the first link of  MLP(s ,  t) coincides with the 
robot 's  first link and also intersects albl, the above fact implies that MLP(s ,  t) has redundant links, 
which contradicts that MLP(s ,  t) is a minimum rectilinear link path. Therefore, the condition (c) for 
left turn cannot arise before the robot intersects aj hi. This concludes the proof  of  the basis case. 

Let us prove the induction step for the ith link, where 1 ~< i ~< rn - 1. By induction hypothesis, it 
follows that the (i - 1)th link of  the robot 's path intersects ai - lb i -1 .  There are two cases depending 
on whether MLP(s ,  t) turns left or right after i - 1 links. We only consider the case when MLP(s ,  t) 
makes a left turn and remark that the other case can be argued similarly. Observe that ai-~ bi-i and 
aibi intersect each other perpendicularly at bi. Let w be the farthest point on b d ( P )  which lies on 
the forward extension of  the (i - 1)th link of  the robot 's  path (Fig. 18). Let x be the closest point to 
w on the forward extension of  the (i - 1)th link of  the robot 's path such that perpendicular from x 
to aibi lies inside P .  By definition, there must be some edge (say e I) on bd(s,  w), which lies on the 
perpendicular from x to aibi. Observe that x is the farthest point on the extension of  (i - 1)th link up 
to which the robot can move (and turn) and still intersect aibi by its ith link. To prove the induction 
step, we show the following two claims. 
(i) After intersecting ai-lbi-~, the robot takes a left turn on its (i - 1)th link before crossing the 

point x. 
(ii) The robot while moving on the ith link does not turn before intersecting aibi. 
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Fig. 18. After  intersecting ai-lbi-1, the robot  takes a left turn before crossing the point  x. 

Let us prove the first claim. Observe that Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 imply that the conditions (b) and 
(c) for right turns cannot arise. Also, the condition (a) for right turn cannot arise since t E bd(s, w). 
Therefore, the robot cannot make a right turn on the (i - 1)th link. Also if the robot has not turned 
before reaching x, then at x, the condition (a) or the condition (c) for left turn arises due to edge e I. 
Therefore, the robot takes a left turn before crossing x. Let us now prove the second claim. Observe 
that after deciding to take the left turn on (i - 1)th link, the algorithm, in future, moves inside and 
considers only that portion of the polygon which is bounded by the segment YlYr and bd(yl, Yr)- By 
definition of yl and Yr it is easily seen that t lies in this portion. We finally remark that the arguments 
of the basis case which were used to show that the first link of the robot's path intersects albl,  
apply verbatim in the present case and establishes that the robot does not turn on its ith link before 
intersecting aibi. [] 

Lemma 6,5. If  the direction of  the first link for  every MLP(s, t) is perpendicular to the direction of  
the first link of  the robot's path, then the robot moves from s to t using m + 1 links. 

Proof. Let us fix a minimum rectilinear link path from s to t and denote it by MLP(s, t). As in the 
proof of Lemma 6.4, let aibi denote the edge on the critical barrier of Qm-i+l ,  which is intersected 
in perpendicular direction by the ith link of MLP(s,  t). Observe that because of the hypothesis of 
the lemma, the case in which t is rectangularly visible from s, cannot arise. To prove the lemma, it 
suffices to prove the following two claims. 
(i) The second link of the robot's path has the same direction as the first link of MLP(s,  t) and 

intersects al bl in perpendicular direction. 
(ii) For 3 <~ i ~< m, the ith link of the robot's path has the same direction as the (i - 1)th link of 

MLP(s,  t) and intersects ai-lbi-1 in perpendicular direction. 
The second claim implies that while the robot is moving on its ruth link, at some point t will 

become rectangularly visible and so the robot will reach t using one more link, i.e., it requires m + 1 
links in all. By using the first claim as the basis case, the second claim can be shown by an inductive 
argument exactly similar to the one used for Lemma 6.4. Therefore, we only give the proof of the 
first claim and refer to the proof of Lemma 6.4 for the proof of the second claim. 
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Fig. 19. The second link of the robot's path starts before p '  on sf f .  

To prove the first claim we consider the case when the first link of MLP(s,  t) is perpendicular to 
the robot's first link on its fight side. The other case when the first link of MLP(s,  t) is perpendicular 
to the robot's first link on its left side is analogous. We first observe that the second link of MLP(s,  t) 
must be in the same direction as the first link of the robot's path. This follows from the five case 
analysis done in the proof of Lemma 6.3. This means that a2b2 as well as the first link of the robot's 
path lie on the left of the first link of MLP(s,  t). 

Let w be the farthest point on the forward extension of the robot's first link which lies on bd(P)  
(Fig. 19). Here we only consider the case when the second turn of the robot's path is a right turn 
and remark that the other case when the second turn of the robot's path is a left turn can be argued 
analogously. Observe that if a2 is rectangularly visible from s, then there is a rectilinear link path 
from s to t which has one less link than MLP(8, t), which is a contradiction. Therefore, a2 cannot be 
rectangularly visible from s. This means that bd(w, s) must be blocking the perpendicular from a2 on 
segment sw. Therefore, if the robot has not turned already, the condition (c) for fight turn must arise 
before the robot reaches pl, where pl is the farthest point on sw from s such that the perpendicular 
from p / o n  albl lies inside P.  Also since t E bd(w, s), it follows using Lemmas 6.l and 6.2 that the 
conditions for turning left cannot arise while the robot moves on the first link. The above two facts 
together imply that the robot must take right turn on the first link at some point on it, from which 
perpendicular to albl lies inside P.  To prove the first claim, we still have to show that while moving 
on its second link, the robot does not turn before intersecting albt.  We remark that the argument to 
show this is exactly similar to the argument used in the inductive step of the proof of Lemma 6.4 
which shows that the ith link of the robot's path intersects aib~. [] 

Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5 imply the following theorem which establishes our claim about the performance 
of the algorithm. 

Theorem 6.1. In any rectilinear s-t  street t 9, there exists an on-line strategy that a robot can use for  
moving from s to t by a rectilinear link path using at most rrz + 1 links, where m is the rectilinear 
link distance between s and t in P.  
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7. A deterministic lower bound for rectilinear paths in rectilinear streets 

In this section, we show that any deterministic on-line algorithm for moving from s to t following 
rectilinear path in rectilinear streets, will require at least m + 1 links in the worst case. This shows 
that our algorithm is optimal. 

Theorem 7.1. Let A be any deterministic on-line algorithm for  a robot to move from s to t in unknown 
rectilinear s-t streets following a rectilinear link path. For every positive integer m > 1, there is a 
rectilinear s 4  street P in which the rectilinear link distance between s and t is m but A requires at 
least m + 1 links to move from s to t. 

Proof. Consider the polygons P1 and P2 shown in Fig. 20. It is easily seen that P1 and P2 are s-t 
streets. The figure also shows a minimum rectilinear link path of m links from s to t in each polygon. 
In polygon PI, the optimal rectilinear link path starts with a horizontal link. Observe that any rectilinear 
link path in P1, which starts from s with a vertical link instead, can reach the bend near the second 
turning point of the minimum rectilinear link path only by its third or subsequent link and hence can 
reach t only by its (m + 1)th or subsequent link. Because of the symmetry between P1 and P2, it 
follows analogously that in P2, if any rectilinear link path starts from s with a horizontal link then it 
reaches t only by its (m + 1)th or subsequent link. 

We now show that either P1 or P2 is the claimed s-t street P .  Observe that VP(s) is identical in 
both PI and P2 (Fig. 20). Consider the response of the algorithm A when the robot is placed at s in 
VP(s). If the first link taken by A is vertical, then it follows from earlier discussion that in P1, A will 
require at least m + 1 links to reach t. Similarly if the first link taken by A is horizontal, then in P2, 
A will require at least m + 1 links to reach t. [] 

:, : .." ......'" 

VP(s) I 

S 

. . . . . . . . . .  il_ 

$ $ 

t 

Fig. 20. The symmetric polygons P1 and /='2 and the identical visibility polygons from s in P1 and P2. 
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Fig. 21. Any algorithm must require 3 links to move from s to t in one of the two polygons. 

8. Concluding remarks 

We have addressed the problem of efficient on-line navigation of  a robot in an unknown environment 
with the criteria of minimizing the number of  links (or turns). We have presented deterministic on-line 
algorithms with the optimal competitive ratios for the movement  of a robot in the following situations. 
(i) Given an s-t street P ,  move from s to t in P with the minimum possible number of links. 

(ii) Given a rectilinear s-t street P ,  move from s to t in P by a rectilinear path with the minimum 
possible number of  links. 

An interesting special case of the first situation is to move from s to t in rectilinear s-t streets 
with minimum possible number of links. It is natural to expect that for this special case, there is an 
algorithm which achieves a competitive ratio better than 2 - 1 Ira, which is provided by our algorithm 
(Theorem 4.1). However, we can show by an adversary argument similar to the one used in Section 4 
that for m > 2, any competitive ratio better than 2 - 2 / m  is not possible. Further, for m = 2, it can 
be easily argued that any algorithm must require 3 ( :  2m - 1) links to move from s to t in one of  
the two polygons in Fig. 21, i.e., a competitive ratio better than 2 - 1 / m  is not possible. Therefore, 
for this special case, one can at best expect an algorithm which for m > 2 takes one link fewer in the 
worst case, than our algorithm. It is an open question if such an algorithm exists. Another related open 
problem is to move by a rectilinear path in general s-t streets with minimizing possible number of links. 
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